Creating Solutions with Craftsmanship and Integrity
BELL ENTERPRISE is an integrated, multi-trade contractor serving commercial, industrial, manufacturing, institutional customers and government agencies
across the Southeast United States. From
creating hard-to-find parts and rebuilding
machinery, to crafting custom stands, carts
and equipment, no challenge is too great.
Sitting still for 20 years, the Polaris Restaurant in Atlanta now rotates again thanks
to Bell Enterprise. Guests can once again
have the designed, spectacular view of Atlanta. We are proud of our past, advanced in our capabilities and driven to deserve
our reputation. When you call Bell Enterprise, “Your Dream is in Sight.”

MULTI-TRADE SOLUTIONS with Safety in Mind
Bell Enterprise is equipped to meet a variety of needs.
From the creation of parts to design build projects in new
construction and fabrication in the renovation and real estate management areas, solutions are what we provide. As
a service leader, Bell Enterprise is called upon to repair or
correct safety issues that include railing, gates, fencing and
bollards. For others, it may include cooling tower platforms, custom steps, HVAC stands, piping or dust and
ventilation systems. As a partner, we pride ourselves in
identifying issues and helping our customers have a peace
of mind concerning safety for all those entering the building. “Craftsmanship and imagination
are irreplaceable assets in our products.”

HOW WE WORK
When Bell Enterprise is contacted, our sales team mobilizes and plans a walk-through or meeting to
discuss the complete scope of the project. After gathering the needed information, our solution and
operations team are then engaged to determine if other questions are in need of being answered. With a
partnership approach with our potential customer, a proposal is then created and presented. In business
since 1979, we hold these core values as driving principles.










Do the job right - regardless
Talk to the customer regularly, confirm his satisfaction
Make the price fair and reasonable
A deal is a good one only when it is good for both parties
Live up to your promises
Treat employees with respect
Complete jobs promptly
Invoice promptly, fairly, and in detail

Our Projects have included these tasks and areas:
Welding and Fabrication
Fluid Power and Hydraulics
Sanitary Piping Projects
Dust Collection Systems
Bollards - Safety Railing

Machine Shop
Conveyors
Ventilation
Installations
Custom Gates

Millwright and Industrial
Hoppers & Packaging
Equipment Installation & Repairs
Gas & Water Piping
Commercial and Custom Fencing

As a contractor, we are also capable of providing concrete, electrical, plumbing, duct work and insulation proposals through our network of preferred sub-contractors. When there is a need in the commercial, industrial, manufacturing, institutional, infrastructure or government sector, Bell Enterprise is
flexible and reliable. We are READY TO SERVE!
Operations Office: 770-834-4033
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